Issue of fieldwork permits

The Hellenic Survey of Geology & Mineral Exploration (HSGME), as final successor of National Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration (ETHIGME), according to No. 846/10.2.1973 decision of three ministers: the Minister of Industry, Culture and Education, is the statutory body for the State to give work permits for research in the Hellenic Territory to foreign and native geologists.

The permits to conduct research are issued for a particular region and time into the current calendar year. To complete in time the process for the issue of the work permit is recommended that the application is sent to HSGME 2 months before the start of the fieldwork. **This time is often needed to make the necessary investigations to avoid overlapping** of new research with research already in progress at the same topics and the same area. Moreover, the timely issue of the permit is crucial to allow its communication to other authorities, such as the Army and the local archeological superintendence’s.

It should be noted that under the express terms of the permit the facilitated scientists are obliged to abstain from any archaeological excavation, underwater or speleological research, to inform the nearest police station and the local Archaeological Service for the starting of the work and to not approach archaeological sites or areas of caves for sampling of rocks.

**In case of sampling** during the fieldwork, they must present all samples collected in a responsible official of HSGME, at the Athens offices or any of the regional units (see list below), prior to shipment or transfer them abroad, to establish that they lack economic and archaeological value.

Please, **inform us** of your visit 1 day in advance! **Suitable visiting hours** between 08.00 and 12.00.

Please find below, download, fill, firm and send the following 3 forms to nicarras@igme.gr or nicarras@otenet.gr.

1. WORK PERMIT APPLICATION FORM
2. TERMS GOVERNING THE ISSUE OF WORK PERMITS
3. GEOGRAPHICAL FORM TO AVOID OVERLAPPING BETWEEN RESEARCHERS (see the comment)

**All necessary information must be present in the forms, NOT SEPARATELY in our communication...**

**Information:**
Dr. Nicolaos Carras  
Geologist-Palaeontologist  
Department of General Geology & Geological Mapping and Applications  
Hellenic Survey of Geology & Mineral Exploration (HSGME)  
Spirou Loui 1, Olympic Village  
13677 ACHARNES  
GREECE  
Tel. +30 2131337181  
e-mail: nicarras@otenet.gr nicarras@igme.gr

**Regional units of HSGME (former IGME)**

**HSGME - Eastern Macedonia & Thrace Regional Unit**  
Brokoumi 30 Xanthi, postal code 67100  
Tel. : +30.2541355116  
e-mail: igmexan@2174.syzefxis.gov.gr
HSGME - Central Macedonia Regional Unit
Frangon 1 (Near Square Dimokratias)
Post code:54626 Thessaloniki (GR)
Phone:+30.2313325680
e-mail: info@thes.igme.gr
Makis Atzemoglou matzem@thes.igme.gr

HSGME - Western Macedonia Regional Unit
Lefkovryssi
50100 Kozani
Tel. +30.2461353208
e-mail: astamos@3175.syzefxis.gov.gr

HSGME - Ipiros (Hepirus) Regional Unit
Eleonas
48100 Preveza
Tel. +30.2682361903
e-mail: vnikolaou@igme.gr

HSGME - Crete Regional Unit
G. Kourmouli 102
74100 Rethymno (GR)
Tel: + 30 2831340 200
e-mail: igmereth@igme.gr & cassipapani@igme.gr